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Abstract—This electronic document outlines an extension to
the Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol for incorporating
the enhanced peer authentication and data protection provided
by Whitenoise Laboratories’ Dynamic Identification, Validation,
and Authentication (DIVA) cryptosystem

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
section II provides an overview of WNL DIVA concepts and
their application to the semantics of TLS operation, and
section III details the protocol-level integration and operation
of DIVA extension particulars within TLS.
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I. INTRODUCTION
With advances in computing technology, particularly in
the field of quantum computing, once infeasible vectors of
cyberattack now pose a serious threat to the security of widely
deployed mathematical- or arithmetic-based cryptographic
algorithms such as those employed within transport layer
security (TLS). In particular, successful attacks now exist for
National Security Agency Suite B cipher algorithms
(including RSA1 and AES2). By enhancing TLS with
Whitenoise Laboratories’ (WNL) non-arithmetic, key-based
cryptographic algorithms, extant and emerging network
security vulnerabilities can be eliminated. The TLS extension
outlined in this paper specifies a standards-compliant method
for strengthening transport security by protecting critical
aspects of the TLS protocol from eavesdropping or tampering
through use of WNL Dynamic Identification, Validation, and
Authentication (DIVA) technology.
Multiple examples of cyber intrusion and data theft—on
the part of both malicious “hacker” groups and individuals as
well as state actors—demonstrate the necessity of
implementing effective computer security. Against this
backdrop, weaknesses in the security of widely deployed
cryptographic systems constitute a persistent threat to
governments, businesses, and individuals who rely on the
secure operation of their IT infrastructure. WNL DIVA
symmetric-key technology enhances existing and emerging
computer security solutions with the unbreakable
cryptographic security of a one-time pad. Strengthening TLS,
the principle technology used to secure internet traffic,
represents a vital application of the DIVA cryptosystem.
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RSA [1] weakness [2] may compromise TLS key exchange.
2
The AES cipher [3] has demonstrable weaknesses [4].

II. TLS-DIVA CONCEPTS
The WNL DIVA cryptosystem3 implements a set of
algorithms which provide the provably secure features of a
one-time-pad. In operation, a unique, symmetric key (a DIVA
key) encapsulates the per-identity security parameters defined
by these algorithms. TLS-DIVA enhances network security
through use of these symmetric keys in endpoint identification
as well as data encryption and validation.
A DIVA key can be used to create, in a deterministic
manner, an arbitrary quantity of computationally strong
pseudo-random data. A (bounded) segment of data developed
in this fashion is referred to as a keystream. The successful
deciphering of any data enciphered (mixed) with a DIVA
keystream requires knowledge of both the specific DIVA key
utilized and the precise location at which the keystream was
developed and consumed in the encryption process. Whereas a
central aspect of DIVA security concerns safeguarding the
secrecy of deployed keys, a DIVA key is never communicated
following it’s secure deployment.
A. Peer Identity in a TLS-DIVA Session
As per protocol operation, the TLS handshake process
entails the exchange of server and, optionally, client digital
certificates between connection endpoints. Such certificates
serve to establish the identity of the presenting party. TLSDIVA complements this authentication mechanism through
use of a previously established secret, one known only by
trusted parties (minimally the client and the server). This
secret is composed of a DIVA key and an associated identifier
which uniquely identifies the key within some authoritative
domain of employ. Since every TLS-DIVA session negotiates
a fresh set of cryptographic parameters, knowledge of this
secret conveys dynamic server and client identity validation to
the TLS protocol.
3

WNL DIVA cryptography is provably secure [5].

B. Enhanced Encryption in a TLS-DIVA Session
TLS encryption may be enhanced by incorporating WNL
DIVA at the TLS ciphersuite level. By integrating DIVA in
this way, successful encryption and decryption of transmitted
data requires, in addition to the TLS cipher key, possession of
the particular DIVA key as well. This requirement conveys the
important advantage that any compromise in the TLS session
key (or e.g. a certificate’s corresponding private key) does not,
on its own, permit successful decryption of the TLS session’s
application data. Thus, potential vulnerabilities in TLS key
exchange are overcome by TLS-DIVA; it remains necessary,
of course, to protect client and server keys.
C. TLS-DIVA Modes of Operation
In principle, employing a DIVA keystream as a one-time
pad guarantees forward secrecy against any compromise of
consumed keystream data. To this end, typical DIVA
operation proceeds exclusively on the part of authorized peers,
with sequential consumption of some session-specific
keystream.
In this mode of operation, the keystream position at which
data is produced and consumed is known implicitly by both
connection peers. Thus, a successful participant in a DIVAsecured connection must possess both the correct DIVA key
and the position of the corresponding keystream from which
DIVA encryption proceeds.
TLS-DIVA supports the above mode of operation, for
scenarios in which a single connection exists between a
specific client and a specific server. However, network
topologies potentially associate many servers with a given
client. In such cases, centralizing and serializing DIVA
keystream consumption may prove inefficient or otherwise
problematic. Having a multiplicity of servers, each configured
to define independent, session-specific keystreams for a given
client identity (that is, for a particular DIVA key) is highly
advantageous.
The following approach to enhancing TLS with DIVA
support offers such an alternate mode of operation, allowing
independent and concurrent DIVA keystreams to be generated
from a particular DIVA key. In this mode, the server
determines and conveys a session’s initial keystream position
to the client. By delegating this role to the server, the need to
coordinate keystream processing on the part of multiple
servers is eliminated.
Although keystream space is reasonably on the order of
terabytes or greater, whereas such keystream production is not
serialized, there remains the potential for DIVA key-specific
keystreams to overlap. This fact contradicts the one time use
security notion of a one-time pad, and for this reason TLSDIVA adopts additional measures to ensure the security of
DIVA operation.
The first measure retains keystream output secrecy by
requiring that no DIVA keystream output be mixed with
known values, or with data that an attacker might somehow be
able to distinguish from randomness. Thus, no attack through
statistical analysis can be mounted against such keystreamenciphered data.

In TLS-DIVA, this is accomplished by restricting
keystream use to enciphering genuinely random or
cryptographically strong pseudo-random protocol data. TLS
employs such random data in multiple aspects of the protocol,
for instance in composing the 28-octet random_bytes sub-field
of TLS ServerHello handshake message. Another example is
the initialization vectors (IVs) factored into certain TLS
ciphersuites.
This measure protects against, for example, the scenario in
which an eavesdropper possesses a target server’s (e.g. RSA)
private key. Owing to DIVA enciphering of the ServerHello
random_bytes, the attacker would be unable to decrypt any
captured TLS session's master secret and, therefore, unable to
decipher the records of the TLS-DIVA protected session.
The second measure safeguards the secrecy of the (serverspecified) starting position of a TLS-DIVA session keystream.
To prevent a possible eavesdropper from ascertaining this
position, it is not transmitted in the clear, but rather is
encrypted such that a party must possess of the correct DIVA
key to decipher it and so complete the TLS handshake.
The procedure of mixing keystream output solely with
random protocol data while preserving the secrecy of
keystream position allows TLS-DIVA to multiplex DIVA key
utilization yet maintain the security offered by a one-time pad.
The implications of this approach warrant some further
analysis. In the first case, Chattopadhyay and Zuckerman have
shown4 that it is possible to extract quality random data from a
combination of two or more weak sources of entropy; likewise
mixing the pseudo-random data of DIVA keystream output
with TLS protocol-level random fields improves the security
strength of possibly suspect sources of randomness. In the
second case, were the security of TLS algorithms
compromised so as to make possible the computation of some
portion of a DIVA keystream, the position of this
compromised portion would remain secret and would not,
therefore, constitute a vector for some form of attack.
III. INTEGRATION WITH THE TLS PROTOCOL
In order to foster adoption and ease incorporation into
existing systems, changes to the TLS protocol have been kept
to a minimum and support for all present and proposed
versions of TLS is maintained. The proposed DIVA support
for TLS complies with the requirements for TLS extensions5
and imposes no changes upon either the structure of protocol
messages or message flow.
A. TLS-DIVA Requirements
A DIVA supporting TLS implementation must, minimally,
perform the following:
• Exchange the client and server hello extensions defined
below.
• Encipher the ServerHello random_bytes sub-field with
DIVA.
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A technique involving two-source extractor functions [6]
These requirements are detailed in IETF RFC 6066 [7]
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In modifying the TLS handshake, a TLS-DIVA compliant
server constructs and records the value of the ServerHello
random field as described in TLS, however the value reported
to the client is first enciphered by mixing the random_bytes
sub-field with DIVA keystream data. The client uses the
details provided by the TLS-DIVA extension embedded
within the extended ServerHello message to compute identical
keystream data with which to decipher the original
random_bytes value.
Should both client and server possess identical DIVA key
and offset details, the TLS handshake will complete
successfully. A discrepancy in the keystream, however, will
cause those cryptographic operations involving the
ServerHello random_bytes sub-field (notably derivation of the
TLS master secret) to disagree and thus cause the handshake
to fail.
Note that TLS employs a hash of handshake messages for
mutual validation on the part of transport endpoints. This hash
is verified by comparing the verify_data field of TLS protocol
Finished messages exchanged by client and server endpoints.
Whereas this hash is based upon the handshake messages
transferred by both peers, hashing of the ServerHello message
must be done after the random_bytes sub-field is enciphered
with the DIVA keystream.
B. Employing DIVA with TLS Ciphersuites
Support for DIVA dynamic authentication and
continuous encryption within TLS can be achieved by
incorporating the DIVA keystream into the encryption and
decryption performed by a TLS session's selected ciphersuite.
A ciphersuite belongs to one of three categories: chainblock (CBC), stream, and authenticated-encryption-and-data
(AEAD) ciphers. As TLS version 1.2 mandates6 support for
the
TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA
chain-block
cipher, support for this category of ciphersuite is outlined
presently.
A TLS chain-block cipher assembles plaintext content and
a message authentication code (HMAC)7 into a
GenericBlockCipher. As of TLS 1.1 this construct includes an
explicit IV (initialization vector) field, into which random data
is assigned. The resulting IV becomes the first encrypted
block of the block-chain. The number of bytes in the IV is
identical to the particular cipher algorithm's cipher-key length.
With TLS-DIVA, the encryption process proceeds as
normal, however the resulting (encrypted) IV block is further
enciphered with the DIVA keystream before being issued to
the transport peer. For the receiving endpoint, once the
original (encrypted) IV block is deciphered with the DIVA
keystream, CBC deciphering proceeds as normal.

Note that, if employing encrypt-then-MAC8, the MAC is
calculated after the IV is enciphered with DIVA so as to
maintain the transparency of the DIVA encryption.
For a given TLSCiphertext record, keystream output
proceeds from a location starting with the ServerDIVA
(defined below) stream_offset field value plus 28 (the length
of the ServerHello random_bytes sub-field). To this, each
record advances the stream position by the IV length. Thus,
once established, keystream position is known by both
endpoints and need not be further conveyed over the transport.
Note that, since each endpoint maintains separate sequence
numbers for client and server TLS records, each endpoint
must maintain two independent keystreams.
For every TLS record so encrypted and decrypted,
consumption of the client and server DIVA keystreams
implicitly advances their internal positions. Although
keystream position may be calculated as above, a DIVA
keystream has an upper bound far exceeding that supported by
a 64-bit number and is, therefore, managed internally.
Note that as the keystream position advances it may “wrap
around”, however this scenario requires no special
consideration on the part of the stream consumer.
C. Client and Server Hello DIVA Extensions
A new extension type, wnlabs_diva is defined and may be
included by the client in its ClientHello message. Note the
protocol-assigned value of this extension is, as of Spring 2017,
yet to be formally assigned.
In order to provide DIVA support for the TLS session,
clients may offer an extension of type wnlabs_diva in the
(extended) ClientHello message. The extension_data field of
this extension shall contain a structure, ClientDIVA, which
encapsulates two fields: serial number and diva_options.
The client specifies the DIVA key to be used via the
ClientDIVA serial_number field. This number must uniquely
identify the particular DIVA key within the scope defined by
the issuing authority, and must be known by both the client
and the server in order for a successful TLS-DIVA session to
be established.
A TLS protocol vector of at most 255 uint8 values,
Options specifies optional TLS-DIVA features, and may
include any of the following (specified at most once each):
• The server_offset option (feature number one) indicates
the client does not track, or does not require the server
to track the keystream offset between TLS-DIVA
sessions. Instead, the server chooses the session's initial
keystream offset; in such cases it is recommended the
server use a cryptographically-strong random number
generator to compute the keystream offset. A typical
TLS-DIVA session will employ this option.

Successful CBC decryption requires the correct IV block,
otherwise the ciphersuite will report an error resulting in a
fatal alert having a decrypt_error alert description.

• The large_offset option (feature number two) indicates
support for a large, variable-length starting keystream
offset rather than a fixed, 64-bit offset. If the client
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TLS version 1.2 is defined by IETF RFC 5246 [8]
Hash-based message authentication: IETF RFC 6234 [9]
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TLS encrypt-then-hash is defined by IETF RFC 7366 [10]

supports a large offset, it must include this option; if
both the client and server support large offsets, the
session should indicate and utilize a large offset.

There are two methods of specifying the stream_offset,
distinguished by client-server associativity:
• In case of an implicit DIVA keystream offset, for
instance if the DIVA key is employed exclusively by
one client and one server, the server conveys its
keystream offset for comparison on the part of the
client.

• The cipher_option option (feature number three)
indicates the ciphersuite negotiated for use by the TLS
session will employ DIVA in the encryption and
decryption process. Particulars of the method by which
a keystream is employed by a ciphersuite are defined
on a per-ciphersuite basis. For instance, chain-block
ciphers mix the encrypted IV with keystream data
before issuing the resultant GenericBlockCipher to the
connection peer.
The client specifies supported options in the ClientDIVA
diva_options field, or specifies an empty vector if the client
does not support additional DIVA functionality. For instance,
if the client's preferred ciphersuite does not support the
wnlabs_diva extension, the client would not include
cipher_option in this vector.
Note that, in general, when offering the TLS-DIVA
extension a client should limit its advertised set of ciphersuites
to those which provide support for TLS-DIVA.

• Alternatively, the DIVA keystream position is explicit,
for instance if the DIVA key is employed by multiple,
independent TLS-DIVA supporting servers. In this
case the server selects a starting position intended to
minimize or eliminate the risk of keystream offset
collisions.
Note the absolute-first 64 keystream octets of a given
DIVA key are reserved and must not be used to encipher any
data other than that prescribed in the following. Accordingly, a
stream_offset representing a position less than 64 is invalid,
and must be rejected by the client.
The stream_offset is never sent in the clear, but rather is
encoded according to the following procedure:

A Number is a vector of from 4 to 12 octets (32-96 bits)
comprising a serial number uniquely associated with a DIVA
key established by some trusted authority.
A server that receives an (extended) ClientHello message
containing the wnlabs_diva extension, may use the
information contained in the extension to employ DIVA in the
TLS session. In this event, the server shall include an
extension of type wnlabs_diva in the (extended) ServerHello
message. The extension_data field of this extension shall
contain a structure, ServerDIVA, which encapsulates two
fields: stream_offset and diva_options.
The ServerDIVA diva_options field specifies the optional
DIVA features selected on the part of the server, which
options must be honored by both client and server. If a TLS
server is configured to require the enhanced security of TLSDIVA, for any client not including the wnlabs_diva
ClientDIVA extension as part of the (extended) ClientHello
message, the server should respond with a fatal alert having an
access_denied alert description.
If the client and server agree upon an empty set of options,
the TLS handshake is modified for the purpose of peer
authentication, but does not otherwise alter the TLS session.
Should the server require a DIVA feature that is not
supported by the client, the server must respond with a fatal
alert having an alert description of handshake_failure.
Similarly, if the client is not willing to accept the server's
chosen diva_options, the client must issue a fatal alert
indicating a handshake failure.
The server provides the keystream offset in the
stream_offset field. This offset indicates the initial position at
which both the client and server will source DIVA keystream
data for use in the modified TLS session handshake and for
use also by any negotiated features.

1.

Obtain the 48 keystream octets generated at offset 10;
these form one 16-octet value and one 32-octet value.

2.

Provide, as input, the concatenation of the 16-octet
value resulting from step one with the first 16 octets
of the (enciphered) ServerHello random field and the
32 octets of the ClientHello random field to the SHA256 hash function9; the output forms another 32-octet
value.

3.

Mix (exclusive-or) the octets of the original
stream_offset value with the 32-octet value resulting
from step two.

4.

The 32-octet value obtained in step one is then used to
encipher (exclusive-or) the result of step three,
yielding the value to be transmitted to the client.

Encoding the transmitted stream_offset value in this
fashion safeguards the privacy of the corresponding
keystream. Furthermore, factoring both the ServerHello and
ClientHello random data into the encoding constitutes an
additional safeguard against inferring or tampering with the
initial stream offset.
Offset fields are specified as one of two types: FixedOffset
or LargeOffset; both are 32 octets in size.
Unless the client and server explicitly negotiate a large
initial keystream offset, the ServerDIVA stream_offset field is
interpreted as a FixedOffset. In this case, the server selects a
64-bit value and assigns it to the FixedOffset offset sub-field.
The remaining 24 octets (comprising the FixedOffset unused
sub-field) must be filled with random values.
Should the client offer and the server select the
large_offset option, the ServerDIVA stream_offset field is
interpreted as a LargeOffset. In this case the server defines the
initial keystream offset as a value comprised of at least 1 and
9

In accordance with the secure hash standard, per NIST [11]

at most 31 octets, and places this value in the LargeOffset
offset sub-field. Any padding needed to force the length of the
LargeOffset to be exactly 32 bytes is placed in the LargeOffset
unused sub-field; the unused octets must be filled with random
values. The LargeOffset unused_length sub-field is assigned a
value such that the least significant 5 bits specify the count of
unused octets.
Note that a zero-length offset is not valid and must be
rejected, in which case the recipient must respond with a fatal
alert having a handshake_failure alert description.
D. TLS-DIVA Session Management
Support for the TLS-DIVA extension has implications for
TLS session management. TLS provides a mechanism to
support the re-use of a cached, previously negotiated set of
session details, as well as a mechanism to negotiate a new set
of security details for an already established TLS session.
How TLS-DIVA details are managed as part of overall session
handling is now defined in terms of TLS session resumption
and renegotiation.
1) Session Caching and Resumption
When attempting to resume a TLS session, a client will
include any TLS extensions normally offered as part of the
(extended) ClientHello message. If the server opts to resume
some cached session it will, in general, ignore these client
extensions. However, this behavior is defined on a perextension basis and, in the case of TLS-DIVA, extension
particulars are considered private to each connection. Thus,
DIVA session details are not recorded in the server's session
cache.
In short, whether initiating or resuming a TLS session, a
DIVA supporting TLS client should offer the ClientDIVA
extension, in which case a DIVA supporting TLS server
response MUST include the ServerDIVA extension according
to the procedure described above.
2) Session Renegotiation
Current versions of the TLS protocol support session
renegotiation. As part of this process, a new set of TLS-DIVA
session particulars may be negotiated, in which case the client
will specify both a DIVA key and a set of DIVA options via
the ClientDIVA extension in the (extended) ClientHello, as
outlined above. Note that new TLS-DIVA security parameters
may be negotiated without limitation of any previously
negotiated.
In response the server may compose and issue a new
ServerDIVA extension to the client as part of the (extended)
ServerHello.
Should the client, when initiating a renegotiation, prefer to
maintain (any) active TLS-DIVA session parameters, it must
not offer the ClientDIVA extension. Similarly, should the
server prefer not to alter (any) active TLS-DIVA session
parameters, it must not include the ServerDIVA extension in
its (extended) ServerHello message. In this case, the client
should continue with the active TLS-DIVA session
parameters, however it may instead opt to send a
handshake_failure fatal alert and close the connection.

Note that by implication, once negotiated and activated,
TLS-DIVA must remain in effect for the remainder of the
transport’s TLS session(s).
Whenever the server includes a wnlabs_diva extension as
part of the (extended) ServerHello message, the new TLSDIVA details become pending on both client and server. In
such cases the server must modify the 28-octet random_bytes
sub-field of the ServerHello message as described above.
Otherwise, the server must not so modify the random_bytes,
proceeding instead with a normal TLS handshake.
Any negotiated TLS-DIVA cipher details are activated in
conjunction with overall TLS session parameter activation,
that is, upon receipt of a ChangeCipherSpec handshake
message.
CONCLUSION
For the purpose of safeguarding the reliability and
availability of the world’s information systems, the Transport
Layer Security protocol continues to be improved. The
protocol is a cornerstone of world-wide-web security, yet the
records, communiques, and other data transiting inter- and
intranets are vulnerable to weaknesses found within the
cryptographic systems and algorithms in its employ. Through
the ready integration detailed in this paper, WNL DIVA can
strengthen TLS security and protect internet traffic from
acknowledged weaknesses in cryptographic algorithms,
including arithmetic-based cryptographic vulnerabilities.
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